
SAFEBREACH AND DEMISTO
STAYING AHEAD OF ATTACKS WITH AUTOMATION

To stay ahead of attackers today, security teams must truly understand the effectiveness of countless 
security controls, security processes, and alerting. Breach and Attack Simulation from SafeBreach shows 
organizations how their defenses will protect against attacks, so they can prioritize security efforts and make 
the most of security controllers, outage/update windows, and overall security investment.

The SafeBreach and Demisto integration enables a closed-loop security solution. Security teams continuously 
execute simulated attacks against their networks, endpoints, cloud infrastructure and other assets using the 
comprehensive set of thousands of attack in the SafeBreach Hacker’s PlaybookTM. When attacks find 
success, and remediation is required, results are shared with the Demisto platform to automate the changes 
necessary across the enterprise environment—to identify and remediating defensive weaknesses before they 
are exploited by attackers.

The joint integration includes the SafeBreach platform--comprised of the management platform and various 
simulators--and the Demisto Enterprise platform:

              SafeBreach Management
The SafeBreach centralized management system incorporates the complete Hacker’s PlaybookTM of 
thousands of breach methods, and manages cloud, network, and endpoint simulators from a 
centralized location. Capabilities include the ability to manage all aspects of simulator configuration, 
review and prioritize breach methods, visualize the kill chain across real production environments, see 
risk trends over time, and generate board-level security KPIs.

             SafeBreach Simulators
The SafeBreach simulators perform the role of the attacker, safely simulating attacks across the 
cyber kill chain. For example, to simulate breach methods for a Payment Card Industry (PCI) credit 
card exfiltration use case, breach methods are executed between simulators placed in the PCI 
segments and other segments, from endpoints, through internal segmentation, and out to Internet.

             Demisto Platform
Demisto Enterprise helps security teams accelerate incident response, standardize and scale 
processes, and learn from each incident while working together. Thanks to deep integration with the 
SafeBreach platform, analysts can simulate attacks, identify and remediate security weaknesses, and 
ensure that fixes work as intended, all in a closed-loop process integrated into standard Demisto 
playbooks.

The SafeBreach platform plays the role of a hacker to safely simulate attacks across the network, cloud 
infrastructure and endpoints. Simulations can be incorporated into Demisto playbooks directly, as shown 
below, and specific findings can also be sent from the SafeBreach platform to Demisto with just a click. 
Following each simulated breach, the SafeBreach platform provides indicators to Demisto for remediation.
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Thanks to API-level integration between SafeBreach an Demisto, simulation details can feed remediation, in the 
same way typical incident data is used:

1. Include SafeBreach methods in a playbook flow, to enrich all the details about every indicator in the 
simulation, just as in a real (non-simulated) incident.

2. Simulation results are automatically sent to Demisto and parsed by the platform into relevant indicators, 
like hashes, IPs, headers, MITRE information, and more.

3. Analysts can review if desired, to append any relevant details.
4. Indicators are blocked, blacklists are updated, or other remediation is performed.
5. Simulations can then be automatically re-run to prove whether the remediation steps were successful.

SafeBreach and Demisto help security teams gets ahead of data breaches through:
 

● Proactive discovery of weaknesses that could lead to a data breach.
● Validation of network and endpoint security controls - with no false positives.
● Automation and orchestration to remediate discovered security weaknesses and ensure they stay fixed.

HARNESS THE HACKER


